Call for DVDs:

Film festival „Southeast European Film in Jena“ from 10. November – 12. November 2011
Send us your film! We are looking for interesting film directors with new films from Southeastern
Europe!
What do we want?
Our film festival aims to bring – through the medium of art – people from Germany and people from countries of
Southeastern Europe together. We want to talk about film and arts as well as about problems, dreams and perspectives of
young people from different European countries. And of course: We want to create a space for films that otherwise couldn't
be seen by a German audience.
Who are we?
We are a group of young enthusiastic people dealing with projects in culture and science which are all connected to different
aspects of the region of Southeastern Europe.
What are the topics of the festival?
We will have four overall thematic sections that are thought to be more associations than a strict division or limitation to
your ideas. So take them as a sort of inspiration:
1. „Happiness-Feeling-Border-Violence“. What is the interrelation of happiness and violence? What role do
borders play in our everyday life?
2. „The self, the other and we.“ What is actually the self and how do we define the other, the strange? What does
„in common“ mean? And is there finally a „we“?
3. „The human in nature. Nature in the human being.“ Where is nature in our life? To what extent is ecology part
of our everyday life concerns?
4. „Illusion“ (Chose your own association!)
How can you participate?
If you have a feature, short, documentary, animated, experimental or... film that you would like to present at our film
festival in Jena, Germany – please send a copy as a DVD and your contact until 01.09.2011 to:
c/o Milica Sabo
Institut für Slawistik
Ernst Abbe Platz 8
07743 Jena
Germany
After you sent us your film…
…until 15. 09. 2011 we will send you a confirmation of the participation, as well as all other instructions dealing with your
participation at the film festival. We will also invite the film directors of the chosen films to come to Jena in November
2011 and to present their films personally to the audience.
Questions?
Feel free to contact Milica Sabo (milica.sabo@uni-jena.de) or Jana George (janausa@gmx.net) for further information.

